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ABSTRACT
This research aims to describe the types of dispreferred responses
expressed by Hiccup, the male lead character in How to Train Your Dragon 2
movie, and to reveal the functions of the dispreferred responses used by Hiccup in
the movie.
This research used a descriptive qualitative approach. The data were the
second part utterances spoken by Hiccup. The dialogues between Hiccup and the
other characters in the movie were used as the context of the data. Meanwhile, the
data source is How to Train Your Dragon 2 movie. The primary instrument of
this research was the researcher herself. The researcher analyzed the data taken
from the movie script as the secondary instrument. The data were triangulated by
verifying to the lecturers and other English Language and Literature students
about the relevant theories and the findings to enhance trustworthiness.
The results of this research are as follows. First, there are five types of
dispreferred responses found in the movie. They are (1) assessment-disagreement,
(2) invitation/offer-refusal, (3) request-refusal, (4) question-no/unexpected
answer, and (5) blame-admission. Assessment-disagreement dispreferred
response is the main type performed by Hiccup in the movie. This happened since
he is a bit rebellious and hard to agree with other characters’ opinion. Second,
there are six functions of dispreferred responses performed by Hiccup in the
movie. Those functions are categorized by analyzing the situation and the context
of the conversations. The functions of the dispreferred responses found in the
movie are (1) to state the speaker’s disagreement, (2) to defend the speaker’s
argument, (3) to clear the misunderstanding, (4) to state the speaker’s own reason,
(5) to show that the speaker is not interested in the topic, and (6) to state the
speaker’s opinion. The functions that Hiccup often uses in this movie are to state
the speaker’s disagreement and to state the speaker’s opinion. Those functions
appeared as the result of Hiccup’s disagreement with the first speaker’s opinion
of him.
Keywords: dispreferred response, types, functions, How to Train Your Dragon 2
1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of Study
In daily life, people would never be separated from the communication
and socialization because of human’s nature as a social being. For the
communication aspect, one would be expected to perform a conversation.
Conversation is a form of communication, specifically spoken, between two
people or more. The people engaged in conversation would be addressed as
the participants of the conversation. Conversations are expected to happen
informally and spontaneously (Wardaugh, 2006: 296). When performing a
conversation, one produces sentences or utterances. In the process of the
conversation, one must be aware of the procedures to be followed. The choice
of words and the expectation of the answers would also be considered. The
two persons, or so called the participants of the conversation are acting as the
speaker and the hearer, in which the speaker delivers the purpose of the
conversation and expects the hearer to give or say the expected answer.
As the speaker is delivering the purpose of the conversation and the
hearer is responding to it with the suitable answer expected by the speaker, the
form could be defined as adjacency pairs. Adjacency pairs are the automatic
2sequences which consist of a first part and a second part. The first speaker
(the speaker) and the second speaker (the hearer) would take turns as the
conversation is going (Yule, 1996: 77). Even though the first speaker is
expecting the answer, the second speaker has two choices answering the first
speaker. The first choice is to give the speaker the expected answer, or
preferred response, and the second choice is to give the speaker the
unexpected answer, or dispreferred response. It means that adjacency pairs
have two kinds of answers or responses that could be described. The structure
of the two kinds of responses given by the second speaker is called preference
structure.
The expected answer is called the preferred response because it contains
the utterances that have been predicted by the first speaker. Usually, when the
second speaker is giving the preferred response to the first speaker, the first
speaker has already decided his next utterances. It is not that the unexpected
answer is bad or it should not be said to the first speaker, since the unexpected
answer would happen naturally when the second speaker had already have
particular reasons to not give the preferred response. Thus, to determine the
unexpected answer or dispreferred response, the second speaker needs to
produce particular utterance that indicates it.
3Responses in conversations are presented in both real life and literary
works such as novels, movies, and plays. Movies and play-scripts are the
examples of where the preference structure is clearly visible, such as in the
movie How to Train Your Dragon 2.
How to Train Your Dragon 2 is a 2014 American animation film based
on the book series by Cressida Cowell. This is the continuation of the
previous film entitled How to Train Your Dragon which was aired in 2010.
The second film focuses on how Hiccup and his girlfriend Astrid, together
with their dragons, go to a journey to find a dragon capturer led by the man
named Draco Bludvist. The second film tells the audience more about how
Hiccup tries to once again rescue the dragons with emphasizing on the
interactions between Hiccup, his father, and his long lost mother which has
been found.
The researcher chooses only the second film because in this film Hiccup
interacts with other characters more than in the first film, where the story
shows the bonding between him and the dragons. Thus, it shows how one
character responds to the other characters in the previous utterances with
either preferred or dispreferred answers.
B. Research Focus
Movies show how one character is interacting with other characters like
what people do in daily life. The languages and utterances shown in the
4movies could be analyzed using many methods. One of them is using
pragmatic approach. According to Yule (1996: 4), “pragmatics is the study of
the relationships between linguistics forms and the users of those forms.”
Under this study, there are two problems found in the movie How to Train
Your Dragon 2. The problems are speech act and adjacency pairs.
The first problem is speech act. Speech act is the act of how people do
something through their utterances, for example apologizing, thanking,
complaining, and warning (Nunan, 1993: 65). Using the performative
utterances, the particular utterances to perform speech act, the second speaker
would be expected to do the things as what the first speaker said or asked.
There are three levels to classify speech act. Those are locutionary act,
illocutionary act, and perlocutionary act.
The second problem is adjacency pairs. In adjacency pairs or also called
the automatic sequences. The subfield under the adjacency pairs includes the
preference structure, to describe whether the response given by the second
speaker is a preferred or dispreferred one.
Due to the limitation of the researcher’s knowledge, this study chooses
only the dispreferred responses performed by the main male character in How
to Train Your Dragon 2, Hiccup. The utterances of Hiccup while responding
to other characters are the main focus of this study. The dispreferred
5responses performed by Hiccup in this movie lead to two research questions
which could be formulated as follows.
1. What types of dispreferred responses are performed by Hiccup in How
to Train Your Dragon 2 movie?
2. What are the functions of dispreferred responses performed by Hiccup in
How to Train Your Dragon 2 movie?
C. Objectives of the Study
Based on the formulation of the problem above, the objectives of the
study are:
1. to identify the types of the dispreferred responses performed by Hiccup
in How to Train Your Dragon 2 movie, and
2. to explain the functions of the dispreferred responses shown by Hiccup
in How to Train Your Dragon 2 movie.
D. Significance of the Study
This study is expected to give theoretical and practical significance as
follows.
1. Theoretical significance
The result of this study might be useful to distribute more of the research
under the pragmatics field, particularly in term of dispreferred response
subfield.
62. Practical significance
a. The result of this study might be useful as an additional source or
reference to conduct the pragmatic research for the students of English
Language and Literature study program majoring in linguistics.
b. This result can also be used as the materials for the lecturers of English
Language and Literature study program regarding the preference
structure, particularly the dispreferred response.
7CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
This chapter is divided into two parts, i.e literature review and
conceptual framework. The literature review consists of theories used by the
researcher to conduct the study, the movie How to Train Your Dragon 2
synopsis and the previous study conducted by other researchers.
A. Literature Review
1. Pragmatics
Pragmatics is a subfield of linguistics study that focuses on the meaning
communicated by a speaker and interpreted by a listener (Yule, 1996: 3).
Pragmatics focuses more on what lies behind the utterances, sentences, and
dialogues from the first speaker to the second speaker. Pragmatics as a
contextual meaning involves the interpretation of what people mean in a
particular context and how the context influences what is said. This study
also deals with the syntax and semantic feature of linguistics study which
help people know the relationships between linguistic forms, sequences
forms, and the entities of how words connect to a thing (Yule, 1996: 3).
Mey (2001: 4) describes that pragmatic turn is a shift from the paradigm
of the theoretical grammar or syntax to the paradigm of the language user.
This also proves that pragmatics deals with the users or the speakers of the
8language. In line with Mey, Charles Morris also describes pragmatics as the
study of the relations of signs to interpreter (Mey, 2001: 4). This refers to the
interpreter as the user of the language, who has close relation to the language.
There are some topics under pragmatics field that can be discussed to
know more about conversations, such as cooperative principle, implicature,
speech act, politeness, and conversation analysis.
Cooperation is something essential in the middle of conversation.
Cooperation should be automatically understood by both participants to get
the conversation going smoothly and to convey the meaning of the
conversation. Cooperation is the basic notion that the second speaker should
know how to give or respond with the best suited utterances to the speaker.
Yule (1996: 35) states that the sense of cooperation is in conversation. It is
not normally assumed that someone will try to confuse, trick, or withhold
relevant information from each other while having a conversation.
Implicature stands as a paradigmatic example of the nature and power of
pragmatic explanations of linguistic phenomena (Levinson, 1983: 97).
According to Grice in Levinson (1983: 101), when given an utterance, people
can derive a number of inferences from it. However, not all inferences may
have been communicative. Implicature is something more than just what the
words mean or what the speaker wants to say beneath his utterances (Yule,
91996: 35). In other word, implicature means the speaker assumes that the
listener will get the additional meaning under the utterances.
To get to know how the implication interpreted, there are some basic
cooperative principles to be followed. Cooperative principles make
contribution required at the stage which it occurs (Grice via Levinson, 1983:
101). The conversation should give the true information as relevant as
possible and it should avoid ambiguity. To be able to carry the conversation
smoothly, one should understand that there are principles to be followed
called cooperative principle. It consists of maxim of quantity, maxim of
quality, maxim of relation, and maxim of manner.
Speech act is the act or the way people do something through language
such as apologizing, thanking, complaining, agreeing, instructing, and
warning (Nunan, 1993: 65). In speech act, the utterances used are not
randomly chosen by the speaker. Instead, the speaker uses the utterances
categorized under performative utterance. Austin via Wardaugh (2006: 285)
describes that by using the performative utterance, a person is not just saying
something but is actually doing something if certain real-world conditions are
met. The condition must have a conventional procedure which has a
conventional effect. The circumstance and the person must be appropriated.
Those conditions must be executed correctly and completely. For example, “I
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sentence you to five years in jail” said by the judge. Those conditions to do
speech act are called felicity conditions.
According to Searle via Wardaugh (2006: 285), there are three kinds of
act when people speak. Those acts are locutionary act, illocutionary act, and
perlocutionary act. Locutionary act is the act when someone produces
meaningful linguistic expression. Illocutionary act is the act where one
produces an utterance for some communication purposes. A statement, offer,
or explanation uttered is defined as illocutionary force. In uttering a sentence,
the conventional force is associated with illocutionary act. The last,
perlocutionary act is the act when the speaker makes assumption that the
hearer will recognize the illocutionary act which the speaker said.
Perlocutionary act brings the effects on the audience by means of uttering the
sentence (Yule, 1996: 48).
As members of society, people are expected to understand the norm of
having polite social behavior. Being polite to others will bring the relationship
between two or more people closer and keep people in a good term. People
likely want to have or keep their image good in front of others. Thus,
politeness can be defined as an awareness of another people’s face or a
person’s public self-image (Yule, 1996: 60).
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One would try to respect other’s face and expect others to do the same.
When someone tries to threaten other’s face, the behavior is called face
threatening act. On the contrary, when someone says something to lessen the
possible threat, the behavior is called face saving act (Yule, 1996: 60).
2. Conversation Analysis
Levinson (1983: 286) states that conversation analysis is a rigorously
empirical approach which avoids premature theory construction. Sacks (1974:
696) says that the organization of turn-taking in the talk is fundamental to
conversation. According to Charles Goodwin in his book, Conversation
Analysis (Goodwin, 1990: 283), conversation analysis tries to describe the
underlying social organization. Thus, the intelligible social interaction is made
possible.
Turn-taking is the situation where control is not fixed as anyone can get
to control over it. Basically, turn-taking is the situation where if the first
speaker utters his words, automatically the next speaker will listen to them
before giving an answer or responding to it. The pattern of turn-taking is A-B-
A-B-A-B as a distribution of talk across two participants. Turn is essential
because the participants of the conversation need to have control to gain their
right to speak. As Yule said, any possible change-of-turn point is called a
Transition Relevance Place (TRP) (Yule, 1996: 73).
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Their turn or their right to speak is called the floor management
(Wardaugh, 2006: 301). The floor management is important as conversation
might overlap one another and there will be back-channel given and taken.
Overlap happens as two participants simultaneously want the floor and try to
speak at the same time. Thus, overlap will halt the conversation before one
gives the floor to the other. Overlaps also indicate the closeness or the similar
opinion of values between two participants (Yule, 1996: 72).
The opposite of overlap is pause. Pause happens when the next speaker
does not give any feedback (or back-channel) to the previous speaker (Yule,
1996: 72). Pause does not necessarily happen too long. Two seconds of
silence while uttering the incomplete sentence can be categorized as a pause.
Pause is marked with a dash (—) in the script of the conversation. The second
indicates the time for the speaker to continue his sentence. It is shown in the
example below.
[1] Mr. Strait : What’s your major Dave?
Dave : English—well I haven’t really decided yet.
(3 seconds)
Mr. Strait : So—you want to be a teacher?
Dave : No—not really—well not if I can help it.
(2.5 seconds)
The conversation above occurs when the participants of the
conversation start their topic, as they automatically or unconsciously want to
employ their meaning. In many cases, there are many interruptions happen.
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The interruptions come from the second speaker or even the first speaker as
they want to change the topic suddenly.
Backchannel or feedback is also an important point in conversation as it
is used to exchange turn process suspended and allow one speaker to have an
extended turn (Yule, 1996: 75). By simply giving head nods, smiles, and other
gestures or facial expressions, one has already performed backchannel signals.
Backchannel signals are used to show that the listener is listening and
understanding well to what the speaker said as a response. Thus, when
backchannel or feedback is absent, the interpretation will lead to the listener’s
disagreement with the speaker. Silence or the absence can be categorized as a
gap, a lapse, or a significant silence.
3. Adjacency Pairs
Adjacency pair is an important principle used in conversation.
Adjacency pair is deeply inter-related with the turn-taking system as
techniques for selecting the next speaker (Levinson, 1983: 303). As
conversation is always adjacent or co-occurring, there are always pairs of
utterances. The pairs of utterances provide the possibilities of both the
continuity and exchange to be related. The pairing of the second utterance
should follow or answer the first utterance to perform the adjacency pairs.
According to Goodwin, adjacency pair organization is an elementary
framework in which conversational participants will inevitably display some
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analysis of one and other's actions (Goodwin & Heritage, 1990: 288).
Greeting-greeting, question-answer, request-acceptance or request-refusal,
statement-confirmation or statement-recognition, are the examples of the
pairing relationship which forms an adjacency pair. Furthermore, Levinson
(1983: 303) says that the existence of such paired utterances is obvious, but a
precise specification of the underlying expectations is not easy.
Adjacency pairs only work because both participants in the conversation
want them and take action to make sure that they do. According to Sacks
(1974), adjacency pairs are the natural two-utterance sequences which
adjacent with relatively ordered and discriminatively related part, as in the
two examples below.
[2] First Part Second Part
Anna: Hello Bill: Hi.
Anna: How are you? Bill: Fine.
Anna: See ya! Bill: Bye.
[3] First Part Second Part
A: What’s up? B: Nothin’ much.
A: How’s it goin’? B: Jus’ hangin’ there.
A: How are things? B: The usual.
A: How yadoin’? B: Can’t complain.
The examples above show how the second speaker responds to the
previous utterances with the right answers in the second part. If there is a
failure to produce the second part, the response will be treated as an absence.
If the first part is not followed by the second part, the absence becomes the
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object of remedial effort and justifiable negative inferences (Goodwin &
Heritage, 1990: 287). In the example above, the simplest responses from the
second speaker are also categorized as adjacency pairs. This shows how the
adjacency pairs found in the opening sequences of a conversation. The
important rule of the adjacency pair is that there must always be two parts
(Yule, 1996: 77).
To get further explanation of the adjacency pairs, there are five
categories of the features of adjacency pairs stated by Sacks (1974).
Adjacency pairs should consist of two utterance length and has the adjacent
positioning of the component utterances. Those two utterances should come
from the different speakers. A relative ordering of parts consists of the first
part which precedes the second part. The order should be in a discriminative
relation since first part utterances are relevant to the second parts.
The first utterance does not always receive the feedback or the response
expected. However, the slot is filled with another question instead. The
question-answer sequence that happens sometimes is interfered by another
question-answer sequence inserted before. This form can be described as Q1-
Q2-A2-A1 as it shown in the example below.
[4] Agent: Do you want the early flight? (Q1)
Client: What time does it arrive? (Q2)
Agent: Nine forty-five. (A2)
Client: Yeah—that’s great. (A1)
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The Q2-A2 pair is called insertion sequence. Insertion sequence needs
to be adjacent with one and another pair. Insertion sequence needs to be
adjacent with another pair. Q2 appears as the respond to Q1. However, once
A2 is provided, A1 (as the answer to Q1) will follow. In some cases, an
account or explanation is provided for the failure to provide an answer.
4. Preference Organization
The adjacent conversations always have pair for the first part and the
second part of the utterances. Levinson states in his book, Pragmatics, which
not all the potential second parts to a first part of adjacency pairs are of equal
standing. There is at least one preferred and dispreferred category of a
response. The preferred second part is unmarked since it occurs as structurally
a simpler turn. However, the dispreferred second part is marked by various
kinds of structural complexity (Levinson, 1983: 307).
Basically, the first part that contains a request or statement will lead to
the expectation to be responded in the second part. When the first speaker
requests something, he expects the second speaker to respond with an
acceptance rather than a refusal. The expectation that leads to acceptance is
the automatic structure called preference (Yule, 1996: 79).
Due to the fact that each first part of an adjacency pair usually has
multiple second pair parts, preference given to each part are not seen as
17
equally acceptable. There are the preferred and the dispreferred responses. In
line with Yule, Mey (2001: 152) also states about the types of the first part
and the second part of the adjacency pairs as shown in the table below.
Table 1. Preference Structure
First Part Second Part
Preferred Dispreferred
Request Acceptance Refusal
Offer/Invitation Acceptance Refusal
Assessment Agreement Disagreement
Question Expected Answer Unexpected Answer
Blame Denial Admission
In the table above, the second part of the preference structure has been
divided into two parts. Those are preferred response which is more likely to
be expected by the previous speaker, and dispreferred response which
sometimes contains unexpected answers.
5. Dispreferred Responses
Levinson via Mey (2001: 151) states that not all second parts in an
adjacency relationship are of equal structural complexity. There are two
responses in the second part of the conversation. The responses with least
preferred by the first speaker is called the dispreferred response. Levinson
(1983: 307) explains further that dispreferred responses are typically delivered
after some significant delay, with some preface marking their dispreferred
status, and with some account of why the preferred second cannot be
performed.
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a) Types of Dispreferred Responses
There are many types of the dispreferred responses stated by many
linguists, but some of them have some similarities. In this research, the
researcher uses the types stated by George Yule and Jacob Mey.
1) Assessment-Disagreement
According to Pomerantz (2012: 57), assessments are products of
participation. With an assessment, a speaker claims knowledge of which he or
she is assessing. In other words, assessment is the form of value to evaluate
something. As what the name suggests, the second part of assessment will
lead to either an agreement or disagreement. In the dispreferred response, the
disagreement will follow the assessment as the second speaker expresses that
he or she does not agree with what the first speaker said before. It is shown in
the example taken from Pomerantz below.
[5] Allen:… I’m so dumb, I didn’t even know what was going
on ... [laughter]
Becky: y-no, y-you’re not du:mb, …
In the example above, the second speaker replies with the disagreement
to what the first speaker says. In a dispreferred response, disagreement can be
done by saying it directly or with some hesitation. In the example above, B
states directly that A is not dumb. The direct dispreferred response of
19
disagreement usually happens when the speakers are in a good relationship.
The dispreferred response showed above is sometimes classified as a
preferred answer when the second speaker disagrees with what he or she said
in the first pair part of the conversation.
2) Invitation/Offer-Refusal
Invitation leads to either an acceptance or refusal. In dispreferred
response, the second speaker states his or her refusal on the invitation or offer.
Mey (2001: 145) states that invitation will set an expectation of acceptance.
Thus, the refusal of the invitation is considered as the dispreferred response.
[6] Sara: Bill you want some?
Bill: No,
The refusal in the example above is categorized as a dispreferred
response. Even though Mey (2001: 151) states that a dispreferred response is
more complex than preferred response, the simple refusal of no can be the
clear way to show that the second speaker is not interested in the invitation or
offer.
Yule (1996: 81) says in his book Pragmatics that the expression of a
refusal can be accomplished without saying no directly. The second speaker
can also use the token of acceptance and an account to give more appreciation
to the invitation before refusing it. This is shown in the example below.
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[7] Becky: Come over for some coffee
Wally: oh—eh—I’d love to—but you see—I—I’m supposed
to get this finished—you know
The second speaker shows that the dispreferred response can be done by
using the token of acceptance. This strategy is used to make the response
sounds more polite and it is used to not directly state that the second speaker
refuses the offer of drinking the coffee together with the second speaker.
3) Request-Refusal
According to Levinson via Jalilifar and Dinarvand (2013: 20), a refusal
is a negative response to an offer, request, invitation, and suggestion. As
request is done to convey the meaning of the first speaker to get through the
second speaker, the refusal is not preferred or it is being avoided by the first
speaker.
[8] Caller : Um, I wonder if there’s any chance of seeing
you tomorrow sometime (0.5) morning or before the seminar
Recipient : Ah um(.) I doubt it
Caller : Uhm huh
Recipient : The reason is I’m seeing Elizabeth
In the example above, the request is refused after a second and followed
by an account of rejecting. The recipient gives the reason that he is seeing
Elizabeth to complete the refusal of the request made by the caller. This
shows that refusal responds negatively to what has been requested by the first
speaker.
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4) Question-No/Unexpected Answer
Question is a sentence or phrase used to find out information on a
certain thing (Tsui, 1994:65). In a conversation, a question is followed by two
possible answers. The first is expected or preferred answer, and the second is
the unexpected answer which leads to the dispreferred response done by the
second speaker. The unexpected answer does not always happen. Some
people will stay silent than giving the unexpected answer. Silence or an
absence in the conversation is significant.
[9] "So where is the missing money?"
"That's a good question." (= I don't know the answer.)
Saying no is not always the case to show the dispreferred response. In
the example above, the second speaker does not state that she or he does not
know the answer. The way the second speaker says that’s a good question is a
hedge to give the feedback to the first speaker’s question.
5) Blame-Admission
Blame is the act when people say or think that someone did wrong or
that he or she is responsible for something bad happening. Mey (1993:  231)
states that in the act of blame which leads to the expectation of denying the
accusation or blame, the admission become a dispreferred response. The
words I apologize indicate the admission in a conversation, but there are some
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other ways to show that the second speaker admit the blame without saying
the word at all.
Responses which contain an admission of guilt are often delayed or
showed an account of the reason for failure. That is, admission of guilt has
linguistic structures similar to those of dispreferred responses after other first
parts.
[9] A: You shouldn’t say that in the first place. It’s your own fault.
B: Yeah, I know. I’m sorry.
From the example above, the second speaker admits his fault and says
I’m sorry as the indication of the admission. In a conversation, the denial is an
act expected by the first speaker. The act makes denial as the preferred
response. Thus, the admission is being a dispreferred response as the first
speaker does not expects that the second speaker will admit his fault.
b) Functions of Dispreferred Responses
According to Heritage (1984: 292) turn-taking in the conversation
analysis focuses on interpreting the significance of the utterances in the light
of their environments of action. The interpretation leads to the expectation of
the participants involved in the conversation. The expectation then leads to the
interpretation of the functions which lies behind the utterances performed.
According to Yule (1998: 71) context is also an important part in the
conversation. Furthermore, Schegloff via Beach (1993: 124) elaborates that
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context is not understood as external from interaction, but context is
continually and intrinsically re-achieved as participants display their
understandings of specific moments of conversational involvement. There
will be at least one context in utterance which people can get the idea from,
and that context will help the analysis of the functions in the utterances. The
example below shows one of the functions found by understanding or
interpreting the utterances.
[9] B: Uh if you'd care to come over and visit a little while this
morning I'll give you a cup of coffee.
A: hehh Well that's awfully sweet of you, I don't think I can
make it this morning .hhuhm I'm running an ad in the paper and
– and uh I have to stay near the phone.
B: Well all right
A: [And- uh
B: [Well sometime when you are free to give me a call because
I'm not always home.
The function of the dispreferred response used in the example is to get
the person who invites him/her that he/she does not want to get a cup of coffee
together. The function shown in the example above is that A tries to state
his/her own reason why she/he disagree to get a cup of coffee together with B.
The researcher finds no theory which stating explicitly the functions of
the dispreferred response, so the researcher tries to classify the functions into
six categories. Those are 1) to state the speaker’s disagreement, 2) to show
that the speaker is not interested in the topic, 3) to defend the speaker’s
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argument, 4) to state the speaker’s opinion, 5) to clear the misunderstanding,
and 6) to state the speaker’s own reason.
Different context shows different function. Thus, the functions of the
dispreferred responses in a conversation should be analyzed further to get
what function will fit in a context of conversation that happen between the
speaker and the hearer.
6. How to Train Your Dragon 2 Movie
Figure1. How to Train Your Dragon 2 Movie Poster
How to Train Your Dragon 2 is a 2014 American animation film based
on the book series with the same title written by Cressida Cowell. This film is
the continuation of the previous film How to Train Your Dragon in 2010. The
film was nominated in 2014 Teen Choice Awards and 2015 Kid’s Choice
Awards USA. It won 2014 Hollywood Film Awards. The reason the
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researcher chooses this film instead of the first film is because because in this
film Hiccup interacts with other characters more than in the first film, where
the story shows the bonding between him and the dragons. Thus, it shows
how one character responds to the other characters in the previous utterances
with either preferred or dispreferred answers.
This story tells about the Viking village Berk five years after they killed
the Alpha dragon in the previous film. Hiccup was seen on his adventure with
Toothless, exploring new areas. His girlfriend Astrid approached him and
started talking about how Hiccup will soon become the new chief of Berk
like his father, Stoick the Vast. The two found a village covered in icebergs.
Stormfly, Astrid’s dragon, got captured by a Viking under the command of
Drago Bludvist. Hiccup told his father what he saw earlier and Stoick was
seen very shocked to the fact that Drago Bludvist will start a war. He warned
the village to cage up the dragons and no one should leave the village.
Hiccup, as a stubborn son, cannot agree with what his father thought and
fled away with Toothless. In his way to seek Drago’s hideout, Hiccup was
captured by Valka, Hiccup’s long lost mother. She spent twenty years
rescuing the dragons from Drago. She also built a safe place created by the
Alpha dragon called Bewilderbeast. In the same time at the other place,
Astrid and her friends were captured by Drago’s army as they asked Eret to
bring them to Drago’s hideout.
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Drago and his army started attacking Valka’s hideout with his Bewilder
beast. The great war between the two Alpha occurred and Drago’s
Bewilderbeast won. His dragon had the ability to control other dragons under
his command, including Toothless. Toothless, under the influence of the
Bewilderbeast, tried to kill Hiccup but Stoick was killed instead. Toothless
challenged the new Alpha and tried to free the other dragons from its
influence. The battle resulted in the victory of Toothless. Toothless was
appointed as the new Alpha, and Hiccup confirmed as Berk’s new chief.
7. Previous Studies
The researcher is fully aware that this is not the only research about
pragmatics, particularly in the subfield of dispreferred response. Although
there is some other research about dispreferred response out there, there are
differences in this research compared to the previous research. This research
mainly talks about the types of the dispreferred response and their functions
found in the movie called How to Train Your Dragon 2. Since there is many
other research about dispreferred response, the researcher chooses two of
them as the previous research regarding the dispreferred responses.
The first research is a thesis written by Ryang Adisty Farahsita in 2012
entitled “A Sociolinguistic Analysis of Adjacency Pairs in the Classroom
Scenes of Freedom Writers the Movie”. The aims of the research were to
identify and describe the types, the way of doing, and the social factors
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influencing the emergence of dispreferred social acts. This research revealed
seven types of adjacency pairs found in the Freedom Writers the Movie, nine
ways of doing the dispreferred responses, and four social factors influencing
them.
The second research is a thesis written by Fifin Sholicha Wati in 2015
entitled “A Conversation Analysis of Dispreferred Social Acts in Jumping the
Broom Movie”. The research aimed to describe the types of dispreferred
social acts, to identify the ways of performing dispreferred social acts, and to
analyze the functions of dispreferred social acts performed by the characters
in Jumping the Broom movie. In this research, she found six types of the
dispreferred social acts, twelve realizations of the dispreferred social acts, and
twelve functions of the dispreferred social acts in the Jumping the Broom
Movie.
B. Conceptual Framework
This research attempts to analyze the 2014 animation film based on the
book written by Cressida Cowell entitled How to Train Your Dragon 2 using
the pragmatic approach. As pragmatic analysis discusses more about the
meaning behind one’s utterances and its user, the utterances of the main
character of the movie How to Train Your Dragon 2 is the main focus of this
research. In order to focus more on the utterances of the main character, this
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research limits its analysis only to the dispreferred second part of Hiccup, the
male lead character.
Conversation analysis has the turn-taking, adjacency pairs, and
preference structure. Preference structure or preference organization is a
response that the second speaker gives to the previous utterance by the first
speaker. The preference structure has two types, they are preferred response
and dispreferred response. Dispreferred response is the unexpected or least
preferred responses the first speaker wants to hear. This research is conducted
to find and classify the types and the functions of the dispreferred responses in
How to Train Your Dragon 2.
The main theory used to identify the types of the dispreferred responses
in How to Train Your Dragon 2 movie is by Yule. As conversation is meant to
get what the speaker means by his utterances, there are functions in what one
said. Thus, this research also explores the functions of each type of the
dispreferred responses.
In order to get the systematic form of this conceptual framework, the
researcher provides the analytical construct presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Analytical Construct
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHOD
A. Type of the Study
According to Krathwohl via Wiersma (1995: 12), qualitative research is
a research that describes phenomena in words instead of numbers or measures,
while quantitative research is a research that describes phenomena in numbers
and measures instead of words. Furthermore, Smith via Wiersma (1995: 13)
indicates that qualitative research is based on the notion of context sensitivity
as it perceives facts and values inextricably mixed. Thus, it could be stated
that qualitative research is done for the purpose of understanding social
phenomena while quantitative research is done to determine relationships,
effects, and causes. In addition, McMillan and Schumacher (Wiersma, 1995:
13) states that the difference between qualitative and quantitative research
methodology to a reader is the form of data presentation.
The researcher used a descriptive qualitative research methodology for
this study as the aim of this study is to explain the phenomena of the
dispreferred responses of second pair part in adjacency pairs. Hancock (2009:
6) states that qualitative study focuses on description and interpretation. It
might lead to development of new concepts or theory, or to an evaluation of
an organizational process. Thus, this study gave an in-depth explanation in a
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narration for the analysis the dispreferred responses of Hiccup, the male lead
character in How to Train Your Dragon 2 movie, so the descriptive qualitative
method is the suitable methodology to interpret the data.
The approach that the researcher used in this study was pragmatic
approach. Dispreferred response is categorized under pragmatic field which
focuses on the utterances in an adjacency pairs. To analyze dispreferred
response, the researcher should not only look at the utterance being said by the
speaker, but also the meaning and the purpose behind it. As pragmatics is
focusing not only on the utterances but also the meaning behind it, the
approach is suitable for analyzing dispreferred responses.
B. Form, Context, and Source of Data
The form, context, and source of the data for this research were very
important for the researcher to begin the analysis of the data.
The researcher used the second pair part utterances of Hiccup, the male
lead character in How to Train Your Dragon 2 movie which were considered
as dispreferred responses as the form of the data. The dialogues in the movie
were used as the context of the data, and How to Train Your Dragon 2 movie
was the source of the data.
C. Data Collection Techniques
In collecting the data, several steps were taken.
1. The researcher watched the movie and observed the object of the research.
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2. The researcher matched the dialogues in the movie and the movie script
which was downloaded from www.dwaawards.com/pdf/screenplay.pdf
3. The researcher selected the relevant data from the movie and then
classified them.
4. The researcher transferred the data into a data sheet.
To help the researcher categorized and classified the relevant data sorted
from the steps above, the data sheet is provided.
Table 2. A Sample Data Sheet in How to Train Your Dragon 2 Movie
No Dialogue Types Functions Explanation
AD IOR RR QNA BA 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 ASTRID (aping
Hiccup): Not
now, Dad. I’ve
got a whole day of
goofing off to get
started.
HICCUP:Okay,
first of all, I don’t
sound like that.
What is this
character?And
second...what is
that thing you’re
doing with my
shoulders?
√ √ In this datum, Astrid
was imitating
Hiccup’s way of
speaking while
exaggerating some
parts of it. The way
she imitated Hiccup
indirectly indicated
an assessment in her
utterance, which
Hiccup disagreed.
This datum shows the
assessment-
disagreement
dispreferred response
as Hiccup states his
disagreement by
telling her I don’t
sound like that. What
is this character?.
The expression
Hiccup shows is
categorized in the
function of the
dispreferred
response, which is to
state the speaker’s
disagreement.
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Notes
No Number of Datum Italic Shows the function of the dialogue
Underline Shows the dispreferred response
Types
AD Assessment-Disagreement Functions
IOR Invitation/Offer-Refusal 1 To state the speaker’s disagreement
RR Request-Refusal 2 To defend the speaker’s argument
QNA Question-No/Unexpected Answer 3 To clear the misunderstanding
BA Blame-Admission 4 To state the speaker’s own reason
5 To show that the speaker is not interested in the topic
6 To state the speaker’s opinion
D. Research Instrument
As the research methodology was using the qualitative methodology, the
primary instrument of the research was the researcher herself. The other
instrument for supporting the researcher was a data sheet of the data chosen
from How to Train Your Dragon 2 movie. The researcher’s role was
important in the qualitative research because the researcher was the one
participated in collecting the data until giving the result of this study.
E. Data Analysis Techniques
Bogdan and Biklen (1982: 740) define qualitative data analysis as
working with data, organizing them, breaking them into manageable units,
synthesizing them, searching for patterns, discovering what is important and
what is to be learned, and deciding what the researcher will tell others. This
means that the data analysis of the qualitative research starts from organizing
the data until the result was being identified. Several steps were taken to
analyze the data.
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1. The researcher analyzed each datum taken from the movie script according
to the theories in the literature review.
2. The researcher re-analyzed the data until the relevant data were reached.
3. The researcher wrote the conclusion of the result.
F. Data Trustworthiness
Trustworthiness of a research report lies at the heart of issues
conventionally discussed as validity and reliability (Scale via Golafshani,
2003: 601).
To ensure the reliability in qualitative research, examination of
trustworthiness is crucial. The reliability and validity of the qualitative
research depends on the ability and the effort of the researcher (Golafshani,
2003: 600). According to Burns (1994: 293) “reliability is concerned with
giving the same result consistently under the same conditions, while validity
concerned with an assessment or judgment measuring what is supposed to
measure.”
Since the qualitative research deals with human beings, when measuring
something reliably, it may well not be valid. Thus, in qualitative research
there is a commonly employed technique to enhance the trustworthiness. This
method is called triangulation. Patton explained that triangulation is typically
a strategy for improving the validity and reliability of research of findings
(Patton via Golafshani, 2003: 604).
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To provide trustworthiness, a triangulation technique was used to check
the descriptive data in this research. The researcher got help from three
English students majoring in linguistics study as well as discussing the data
findings with the researcher’s two supervisors.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
A. Findings
The data findings of this research are presented in the table below.
Table 3. Types and Functions of Dispreferred Responses Expressed by
Hiccup in How to Train Your Dragon 2 Movie
No Types Functions Number of
Data
1 Assessment-
Disagreement
to state the speaker’s
disagreement
1,2, 17, 23,
25
to state the speaker’s opinion 4,5,6,9
to clear the misunderstanding 14
to defend the speaker’s argument 16, 29
to show that the speaker is not
interested in the topic
28
2 Invitation/Offer-
Rejection
to defend the speaker’s argument 20
3 Request-Refusal to state the speaker’s
disagreement
10, 13, 18
to defend the speaker’s argument 11, 12, 24
to clear the misunderstanding 26, 27
4 Question-
No/Unexpected
Answer
to state the speaker’s own reason 3, 21, 30
to clear the misunderstanding 8, 15, 22
5 Blame-Admission to state the speaker’s own reason 7
to state the speaker’s opinion 19
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There are five types of dispreferred responses expressed by Hiccup in
How to Train Your Dragon 2 movie. Those types are (1) assessment-
disagreement, (2) invitation/offer-rejection, (3) request-refusal, (4) question-
no/unexpected answer, and (5) blame-admission. From those five types based
on Jacob L. Mey’s theory, the dispreferred response of assessment-
disagreement is the main type performed by Hiccup in How to Train Your
Dragon 2 movie. The assessment-disagreement dispreferred response mainly
occurs when Hiccup disagrees with the other character’s assessments of his
act. Moreover, Hiccup disagrees to their opinions when he feels that his
opinion is closer to the facts and situations they are facing in the movie.
As presented in the table above, there are six functions of dispreferred
responses expressed by Hiccup in How to Train Your Dragon 2 movie. Those
functions are (1) to state the speaker’s disagreement, (2) to defend the
speaker’s argument, (3) to clear the misunderstanding, (4) to state the
speaker’s own reason, (5) to show that the speaker is not interested in the
topic, and (6) to state the speaker’s opinion. All functions are based on the
context occurred in the conversations which involved Hiccup, the male lead
character of the movie. Hiccup uses the dispreferred responses to state his
disagreement and his opinion. The function to state the speaker’s
disagreement is mainly used by Hiccup as he disagrees with the other
character on their assessment of his act. Meanwhile, the function to state the
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speaker’s opinion is mainly used by Hiccup as he disagrees to what other
characters are trying to do.
B. Discussion
This section provides the in-depth explanation and interpretation of
dispreferred responses according to the findings. The dialogues between
Hiccup and the other characters in How to Train Your Dragon 2 movie are
taken as the examples along with the explanation and the interpretation of
each example. In addition, the explanations exist to answer the objectives of
this research. This section covers the types and the functions of the
dispreferred responses in How to Train Your Dragon 2 movie.
1. The Types of Dispreferred Responses Performed by Hiccup in How to
Train Your Dragon 2 Movie
Table 3 presented five types of dispreferred responses performed by
Hiccup in How to Train Your Dragon 2 movie, namely (1) assessment-
disagreement, (2) invitation/offer-refusal, (3) request-refusal, (4) question-
no/unexpected answer, and (5) blame-admission.
a. Assessment-Disagreement
Assessment is the form of value to evaluate something. Sometimes, the
way to assess something is not directly performed by the characters in the
movie which lead to disagreement for the response. An example of
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assessment-disagreement can be seen in the dialogue between Astrid and
Hiccup below.
Astrid : I think you’re missing the point… I mean, chief. What an
honor. I’d be pretty excited.
Hiccup : I’m not like you. You know exactly who you are. You
always have. But...
(Datum 5)
The dialogue happened when Astrid gave her opinion about Hiccup,
who was appointed as the next chief of Berk. She expressed her imagination
of living as a chief and the advantages that came along with that. However,
Hiccup responded with a disagreement. Hiccup was not sure about himself,
and disagreed with how Astrid thought of him.
In this datum, the disagreement is shown directly in the example as
Hiccup emphasized it with “I’m not like you”. The emphasized words mean
that Hiccup responds negatively to Astrid’s assessment towards him and his
choice. Thus, it shows that direct disagreement is part of the dispreferred
response under the assessment-disagreement.
In a conversation, the disagreement will follow the assessment as the
second speaker shows that he or she does not agree with the first speaker. It is
illustrated in the example of Eret and Hiccup’s conversation below.
Eret : Puh! You won’t be changing any minds around here.
Hiccup : I can change yours. Right here. Right now.
(Datum 16)
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This dialogue happened when Hiccup met Eret and his men after
hearing about Drago Bludvist, the dragon capturer. Eret was looking at
Hiccup suspiciously, but Hiccup still tried to listen to Eret’s reasoning. This
situation resulted in Eret giving his opinion about the possibility for Hiccup to
change any dragon capturers’ mind to get closer to the dragons. Hiccup then
responded negatively by defending his argument.
Unlike the first example, in this datum Eret’s utterance is not being
responded directly as a disagreement. Instead of including the word “no”,
Hiccup responds by defending his argument. He tries to emphasize his
disagreement by saying “Right here. Right now.” which means he is not going
to lose his argument.
Furthermore, the assessment-disagreement is also performed by giving
an order to the second speaker. The negative response that occurs in the
second part of the conversation indicates the dispreferred response, Stoick’s
utterance to Hiccup in the example below.
Stoick : Easy now.
Hiccup : Are you kidding me? How’d you get in here?
(Datum 25)
Hiccup stayed at Valka’s hideout while suddenly Stoick came with
Gobber and clamped his mouth to prevent the young boy from screaming.
Stoick told Hiccup to calm down by saying “Easy now”. However, Hiccup
was very shocked to know that Stoick found him without knowing that his
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mother (Stoick’s long-lost wife) was still alive and that place was her hideout.
Hiccup responded negatively with his disbelieve of the situation.
Hiccup shows his disagreement indirectly. This way of responding
negatively towards the first speaker’s utterance is included in the assessment-
disagreement dispreferred response.
Hiccup’s way to respond to the assessment-disagreement is not limited
to the direct disagreement and stated his opinion. Another assessment-
disagreement performed by Drago Bludvist and Hiccup is shown in the
dialogue below.
Drago : This... is the great dragon master? The son of Stoick the
Vast? What shame he must feel.
Hiccup : All of this loss, and for what? To become unstoppable?
To rule the world?
(Datum 28)
The dialogue happened in the war between Hiccup and his allies versus
Drago Bludvist. Drago was attacking Valka and Stoick, Hiccup’s parents
while they were in their dragons. When Valka and her dragon knocked off,
Stoick commanded his dragon to battle Drago. At that moment, Hiccup was
stopping Drago’s Bewilderbeast (or the new alpha). Disappointed at what
Hiccup did, Drago mocked him while comparing Hiccup with his dad. Hiccup
did not engage in the conversation, instead he asked Drago the reason why he
did all of this.
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In the example above, Hiccup is responding the assessment Drago made
with a question, which is not really preferred to the first speaker. Hiccup also
tries to change the topic to get Drago stop the war between the dragons. He
did not respond to the way Drago mocked him. Thus, he performs the
dispreferred response to Drago by changing the topic of the conversation.
b. Invitation/Offer-Refusal
To invite someone means asking someone to come together to an event.
Invitation sometimes happens naturally, or it happens with careful plan. The
example of the dispreferred response of invitation/offer-refusal found in How
to Train Your Dragon 2 movie is presented by Valka and Hiccup in the
dialogue below.
Valka : This way. Come.
Hiccup : You can’t just say something like that and run off!
You’re my mother?! I mean, what the – do you grasp how
INSANE it sounds?
(Datum 20)
The dialogue above occurred when Hiccup coincidentally came across a
cave, which turned out to be Valka’s hideout. At first, Valka, Hiccup’s long-
lost mother, was suspicious about the uninvited guest in her hideout. When
she learned that the boy was her son, she explained about her circumstance
and how she ended up in this cave. Then, she invited Hiccup inside and took a
look on the dragons she kept there. However, Hiccup, who still could not
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grasp the situation, responded negatively to her invitation. He did not believe
what the woman said and tried to understand what just happened first.
In this datum, Hiccup does not show his refusal directly, but rather by
saying “You can’t just say something like that and run off!” he expresses his
disbelief of what Valka tells him and still cannot accept the invitation to come
inside.
c. Request-Refusal
A request is done to convey the meaning of the first speaker’s utterance
to get through to the second speaker. A request is either responded by an
acceptance or a refusal. In a dispreferred response, a refusal is the negative
way to respond to someone’s request. An example of a request-refusal is
shown below.
Astrid : Hiccup, don’t.
Hiccup : I have to.
(Datum 13)
The dialogue happened when Stoick ordered the men of Berk to ground
all dragons to protect their village. Hiccup who disagreed with his father’s
opinion, then acted on his own. Astrid tried to stop Hiccup when he planned
to looked for Drago Bludvist by himself. He asked Toothless to come with
him and prepared himself for flying out of the village. Hiccup was sure that if
he found Drago, he would be able to change his mind about capturing the
dragons.
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In this datum, Astrid requests Hiccup to stay and flatly being refused.
The expression “I have to” shows clearly that Hiccup is not going to listen to
what Astrid asked him. It shows how Hiccup is refusing to Astrid’s request.
Another example of the request-refusal happens in the dialogue between
Valka and Hiccup below.
Valka : What? There’s no talking to Drago.
Hiccup : But we have to—
(Datum 24)
Valka and Hiccup shared knowledges and experiences about dragons rescued
by Valka in her hideout. Valka tried to know about Hiccup’s way to live and
how their village is while she was gone. After told Hiccup about the dragons
and the secrets she knew about them, Hiccup suggested he and his mother to
talk to Drago together. Then, Valka stopped and stared at her boy with a
disbelief look. She told him that there is no way they could talk to Drago. It
resulted in Hiccup disagreed with her mother, as he remembered his father
said the same before.
In this datum, Hiccup defends his argument as his refusal to Valka’s
request for not trying an impossible act such as talking to Drago. The refusal
response shows the request-refusal of dispreferred response that occur in the
movie.
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Another request-refusal example occurs between Hiccup and his father
with the different function as shown in the dialogue below.
Stoick : Yeah, just add it to the pile.
Hiccup : Dad, unlike most surprises I spring on you, this is one
you’ll like. I promise! You just have to handle it
delicately, so...
(Datum 27)
Hiccup was still confused as how his father knew the dragon cave, which was
Valka’s hideout. When he asked him, Stoick tried to get Hiccup back and
grabbed his son so that Hiccup would not run away from him. Stoick did not
concentrate on what Hiccup tried to say, which resulted in Hiccup responded
with frustration and disagreement of his request.
The dialogue shows that Hiccup refuses his father’s request of keep
calm and follows him out. Hiccup tries to clear the misunderstanding of the
situation, where Stoick thinks his son is trying to run away again.
d. Question-No/Unexpected Answer
Question is a sentence or phrase used to find out information on a
certain thing (Tsui, 1994: 65). When someone is asking a question, she or he
is expecting the answer to be preferred or with an answer that will fulfill her
or his question.
In dispreferred response, the second speaker is responding negatively
through the question by giving dispreferred or unexpected answer, or simply
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by giving no answer. The dialogue between Astrid and Hiccup below is the
example of question-unexpected answer.
Astrid : (excited) What did you tell him?
Hiccup : I didn’t. By the time he turned around, I was gone.
(Datum 3)
Astrid and Hiccup discussed about Hiccup’s father who appointed him
to be the new chief of their village. Astrid encouraged him to try it first while
stating some advantages he would get when Hiccup became the new chief.
Astrid then asked Hiccup’s answer regarding this matter. Hiccup responded
negatively as he was already gone before Stoick could hear his answer.
The unexpected answer with the expression “By the time he turned
around, I was gone” indicates Hiccup’s indirect answer. This leads to Astrid’s
disappointment. The occurrence shows the question-unexpected answer as
Hiccup does not answers the way Astrid expects him.
Another example of question-no/unexpected answer in dispreferred
response can be seen by the dialogue between Fishlegs and Hiccup. The
situation happened when Hiccup and Astrid reunited with their friends after
almost being captured by the dragon trappers. He and Astrid told them about
the island that covered in icebergs and the unexpected move of the trappers.
Hiccup’s friends asked him questions about their journey. Fishlegs then asked
if there were any new dragon types which they had not seen in Berk. Fishlegs
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seemed to not understood what Hiccup was trying to say, which resulted in
Hiccup responded by explaining what exactly they watched when they came
across the island.
Fishlegs : Any new dragons?
Hiccup : No, this was different. Not the standard run-for-the-
hills-hoo-ha I’ve come to enjoy. These guys were
trappers. Dragon trappers.
(Datum 8)
In the datum above, Hiccup does not respond Fishlegs’ question by
giving her the answer of the new dragons, but instead he tells them about the
dragon trappers. This answer is categorized as the dispreferred response
because Hiccup gives the unexpected answer and tells her “no”, which
indicates the less preferred answer Fishlegs expects.
The dialogue between Astrid and Hiccup below is another example of
question-unexpected answer dispreferred response.
Astrid : But won’t that Bewilderbeast just take control of these guys,
too?
Hiccup : They’re babies. They don’t listen to anyone!
(Datum 30)
This datum happened when Hiccup and the other were preparing for the great
war between their dragons and Drago Bludvist’s Bewilderbeast. Since
Drago’s dragon had taken control of their own dragons, Hiccup and the other
had no choice but borrowed the dragons from Valka. Astrid was worried
about them, because Bewilderbeast could also take control of the dragons.
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However, Hiccup told her that the dragons were still babies and would not
listen to anyone, including Drago’s Bewilderbeast.
From the context above, Hiccup is indirectly saying “no” to the previous
speaker, Astrid. By not saying “no”, Hiccup implied his meaning by telling
her “They don’t listen to anyone”. Hiccup says the expression to explain the
indirect “no” response to Astrid’s question.
e. Blame-Admission
Blame is the act when people say or think that someone did wrong or
that he or she is responsible for something bad happening. The act of blame
leads to the expectation of denying the accusation or blame. Thus, the
admission becomes a dispreferred response. In this movie, the example of
blame which leads to the admission is performed by Gobber and Hiccup in the
dialogue below.
Gobber : Who finally decided to show up for work. Yay.
Hiccup : Sorry. Got held up.
(Datum 7)
This dialogue happened when Gobber and Stoick talked about Hiccup as
the next chief of Berk. Gobber and Stoick could not find the boy everywhere.
Then, suddenly Hiccup showed up at his workplace. Gobber said his utterance
with a sarcastic tone as he blamed Hiccup for being absent for half a day.
Unexpectedly, Hiccup did not deny the accusation and just responded by
saying “sorry”.
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This datum shows an admission response from the second speaker as
Hiccup asks for apology, then followed by his reason. As what stated above,
to become a preferred response, the second speaker should respond the
previous utterance with a denial. However, Hiccup clearly shows that he is
indeed feeling guilty and admits his fault by saying “sorry”.
Another example of blame-admission is shown in the dialogue between
Stoick and Hiccup in the dialogue below.
Stoick : (Cont’d) Men who kill without reason cannot be reasoned
with.
Hiccup : Maybe.
(Datum 19)
Stoick, who came to rescue Hiccup from Eret, Drago Bludvist’s subordinate,
could not change his son’s decision. Thus, he finally told Hiccup and the other
who were present at the moment about who is Drago Bludvist. He told them
about the plan Drago made years ago in the great chieftain gathering. Drago
told the chiefs about his plan to control all dragons. However, there was no
one agreed with him. Then, Drago set the place in fire, and Stoick was the
only one left. Stoick blamed Drago about killing others, and blamed Hiccup
for not listening to his warning and Hiccup responded with “Maybe”.
The dialogue above is categorized as blame-admission because Hiccup
does not deny the blame his father puts on Drago Bludvist and himself. Even
though he is unsure about the matter, which leads to his answer “Maybe”,
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Hiccup is not denying about the blame. In this datum, the blame does not only
put on one person, as Stoick indirectly blame Drago. Hiccup agrees with
Stoick’s accusation. He feels that he also takes the blame for himself with
Stoick’s implication of Hiccup not listening to his warning.
2. The Functions of Dispreferred Responses Performed by Hiccup in
How to Train Your Dragon 2 Movie
Based on Table 3, the functions that follows the dispreferred responses
occurs in How to Train Your Dragon 2 movies are, (1) to state the speaker’s
disagreement, (2) to defend the speaker’s argument, (3) to clear the
misunderstanding, (4) to state the speaker’s own reason, (5) to show that the
speaker is not interested in the topic, and (6) to state the speaker’s opinion.
a. To State the Speaker’s Disagreement
One of the functions of dispreferred responses is to state the speaker’s
disagreement. The direct way to state the speaker’s disagreement is by
negatively responding to what the first speaker said before. When the second
speaker does not give the first speaker the answer they expect, the
conversation is categorized as a dispreferred response. An example of the
function is shown in the dialogue between Astrid and Hiccup below.
Astrid : (continuing her impression of Hiccup) Aw, thanks, Dad. I’m
pretty impressed with myself, too.
Hiccup : WHEN have I ever done that with my hands?
(Datum 2)
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The dialogue happened when Hiccup was offered to be the new chief of
Berk by his father. Astrid approached his boyfriend and discussed the matter
with him. Astrid imagined the way Hiccup would answer his father by
imitating his way of speaking, as well as his gesture. This resulted in Hiccup
responded in disagreement towards Astrid’s utterances. Hiccup strongly
disagree the imitation of him done by Astrid.
The utterance said by Hiccup in the second part is his way to state the
speaker’s disagreement. Hiccup does not say “no”, but he emphasized the
words “WHEN have I” instead. The expression shows that Hiccup strongly
disagrees with Astrid’s way of imitating him.
The dialogue occurs between Gobber and Hiccup below is another
example of the disagreement performed by Hiccup.
Gobber : We’re here to RESCUE you!
Hiccup : I DON’T NEED to be rescued!
(Datum 17)
The conversation happened when Stoick and Gobber came to Eret’s ship to
rescue Hiccup and his friends. Gobber landed on the deck and scattered Eret’s
crew. Hiccup, instead of feeling happy because they came, was furious.
Gobber explained that they came to rescue Hiccup. However, Hiccup
responded harshly by saying “I DON’T NEED to be rescued”.
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In this datum, Hiccup shows his disagreement strongly by emphasizing
the words “I DON’T NEED”. Hiccup hopes Gobber and Stoick will
understand his plan for talking to Drago Bludvist. Hiccup’s answer shows that
he strongly opposed Gobber’s opinion.
Another example of the function to state the speaker’s disagreement
occurs in the dialogue between Stoick and Hiccup below.
Stoick : You. Saddle up. We’re going home.
Hiccup : No.
(Datum 18)
The dialogue happened when Hiccup came back to Eret’s ship. He thought
that his plan of being captured by them would lead him to meet Drago
Bludvist, the dragon capturer. Out of nowhere, Eret screamed as he saw the
dragon riders. Those were Stoick, Gobber, and some of Hiccup’s friends.
Stoick stood in front of his son and ordered him to rode up his dragon.
However, Hiccup stubbornly said “no” as he believed his plan would work.
This datum shows that Hiccup clearly states his disagreement by saying
“no” to respond to the first speaker. Unlike the first example where the second
speaker indirectly stated his disagreement, this example shows that the second
speaker states his disagreement without any account.
b. To Defend the Speaker’s Argument
In the second part of the conversation, people ought to show their
disagreement or their denial in the first speaker’s utterance if what they say
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does not correspond to the matter. While having an argument, one will likely
stand on their argument. Thus, defending the speaker’s argument is one of the
functions of the dispreferred response. An example of the function performed
by Hiccup is shown below.
Stoick : We fortify the island.
Hiccup : It’s our duty to keep the peace!
(Datum 11)
Stoick and Hiccup were in an argument after Hiccup told his father about
Drago Bludvist. Hiccup tried to share his plan on talking to Drago with his
father, but Stoick got angry. Then, Stoick tried to choose the best way by
fortifying the island (Berk). However, Hiccup could not agree with the order
made by Stoick and responded negatively. He tried to defend his argument by
saying “It’s our duty to keep the peace”.
This datum shows a request-refusal dispreferred response between Stoick
and Hiccup. Hiccup disagrees with how his father tries to solve the problem.
According to him, his argument is better than his fathers. Thus, Hiccup comes
with a negative response to show Stoick that they have to keep the peace of
their village.
Another example of the function to defend the speaker’s own reason is
shown in the continuation of Stoick and Hiccup’s conversation below.
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Stoick : Peace is over, Hiccup. I must prepare you for war.
Hiccup : War? Dad, if Drago’s coming for our ragons, we can’t
wait around for him to get here. Let’s go find him and
change his mind.
(Datum 12)
Stoick declared that there would be a war between the people of Berk and the
dragon capturers led by Drago. According to Stoick’s experience, Drago
Bludvist was not someone who can negotiate with other when he already set
his goal. Thus, he wanted Hiccup to understand that he already prepared for
the worst. However, Hiccup disagreed with his father’s opinion. He disagreed
to Stoick’s request to prepare Hiccup for war. He voiced out his reason and
defended his argument.
This datum shows how strong Hiccup thinks that his argument is the best
way to deal with the situation they are facing. Hiccup responds negatively to
Stoick’s utterances and shows him that they need to find Drago to be able to
stop the war. Thus, the function of Hiccup’s dispreferred response is to defend
his argument.
Another example is performed by Drago and Hiccup in the example
below.
Drago : (grinning, smug) Well, you need dragons to conquer other
dragons
Hiccup : Or maybe you need dragons to conquer people. (beat) To
control those who follow you… and to get rid of those who
won’t.
(Datum 29)
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The situation happened in the battle between Drago Bludvist and Hiccup’s
crew. When Drago tried to command his Bewilderbeast to finished Hiccup’s
crew and took over their dragons, Hiccup interrupted him. Drago showed his
false arm and explained that he knew what it was like to live in fear.
However, Hiccup accused Drago’s way of using the dragons. Drago told
Hiccup that dragons were needed to conquer the other dragons. Then, Hiccup
responded negatively by defending his argument that what Drago wanted is
not to conquer the dragons, but the world.
This datum shows how Hiccup does not feel satisfied after he hears
Drago’s explanation. He wants Drago to stop controlling the dragons. Hiccup
thinks he needs to defend his argument in order to stop the great war. The
function appeared as the result of the negative response Hiccup performed to
Drago in the conversation.
c. To Clear the Misunderstanding
As conversation is involving two or more participants, misunderstanding
can occur while one is trying to utter his or her words. The way the speaker
performs the utterances may create a misunderstanding if the other speaker
does not get the meaning behind his or her utterances. In dispreferred
response, the least preferred response prone to be misunderstood by the other
speaker. Thus, the speaker needs to clear the misunderstanding.
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An example of clearing the misunderstanding is performed by Hiccup in
the dialogue below.
Eret : And here I was, worried we might turn up empty-handed.
Hiccup : Nope. It’s your lucky day. We give up.
(Datum 14)
Hiccup had a plan to talk to Drago Bludvist. To do so, he should get himself
captured by Eret, Drago’s subordinate. After he had an argument with his
father, Hiccup fled to the island covered in iceberg. He executed his first plan,
which was to get captured by Eret. Of course, Eret was being suspicious about
Hiccup as he came back after escaping once. Thus, Hiccup tried to assure Eret
that he and Toothless came there to give up.
This datum shows that Eret’s misunderstanding. He thinks Hiccup is not
going to come back. Eret thinks he has to receive Drago’s anger because he
lets Hiccup and Astrid escape before. When Hiccup comes again, he feels
relaxed. However, Hiccup is not really giving up and let himself get captured
by Eret without any plan. However, Eret thinks that he will lose his target.
Thus, Hiccup says “Nope. It’s your lucky day. We give up.” in response.
The conversation between Valka and Hiccup below shows the other
example of Hiccup tries to clear the misunderstanding.
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Valka : What did your father think of your Night Fury friend?
Hiccup : He didn’t take it all that well. But then… he changed.
They all did. Pretty soon everyone back home had
dragons of their own.
(Datum 22)
The situation happened when Valka invited Hiccup to come inside her
hideout. Meeting her son after years separated, the two began to talk about the
village and Stoick, her husband. Hiccup told her about how he got his dragon
and how he tamed him. It made Valka curious about Stoick’s opinion about
befriended a dragon. In her thought, Valka imagined how Stoick was furious
about Hiccup’s idea of befriending a dragon. Thus, she asked Hiccup about
Stoick’s opinion. However, Hiccup knew that her mother would think the
villagers and his father opposed his idea of befriended a dragon. Then, Hiccup
tried to clear the misunderstanding by saying “But then… he changed. They
all did”.
Hiccup tries to clear the misunderstanding about Stoick and the villagers.
Hiccup tries to show Valka that everyone in their village has changed. This
datum shows that in a conversation with a dispreferred response, the speaker
tries to clear the misunderstanding to changes the other speaker’s opinion or
thought.
Another example of clearing the misunderstanding is shown in the
conversation between Stoick and Hiccup below.
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Stoick : Yeah, yeah, tell me on the way.
Hiccup : This isn’t an on-the-way kind of update, actually…
(Datum 26)
The situation above happened when Stoick forced Hiccup to came back to the
village. Stoick, who did not know that the cave was his long-lost wife’s
hideout, tried to force Hiccup to went back with him to their village. Knowing
that Hiccup was a stubborn boy, Stoick grabbed his son’s arm and not
listening to whatever Hiccup was saying. However, Hiccup struggled with his
power when he sensed that Stoick misunderstood something. When Stoick
told him “tell me on the way”, Hiccup quickly responded negatively.
The datum above shows the misunderstanding between Stoick and
Hiccup. The response Hiccup gives to Stoick signify his way to clear the
misunderstanding. The expression “This isn’t an on-the-way kind of update,
actually” shows that Hiccup needs Stoick to stop and listen to what he wants
to say.
d. To State the Speaker’s Own Reason
Another function of dispreferred responses found in How to Train Your
Dragon 2 movie is to state the speaker’s own reason. One way to explain why
the speaker disagrees with the other speaker is by stating his or her own
reason. This function is shown by Gobber and Hiccup below.
Gobber : Who finally decided to show up for work. Yay.
Hiccup : Sorry. Got held up.
(Datum 7)
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Gobber was talking to Stoick about Hiccup who was appointed as the
chief of Berk when Hiccup suddenly showed up. Hiccup was late to his
workplace almost all day long. Gobber indirectly blamed him with a sarcastic
tone. Instead of denying the accusation, Hiccup went straight to admitted his
fault and gave Gobber his reason.
This datum shows the function of the blame-admission dispreferred
response. Hiccup does not deny the accusation, but he states his own reason
so that Gobber knows why he is late to his workplace at that time. By stating
his own reason, Hiccup hopes that Gobber will not being angry to him
anymore.
Another example of how Hiccup tries to state his own reason is shown
in the example below.
Valka : You’re not upset?
Hiccup : What? No. I don’t know. It’s a bit much to get my head
around, to be frank. It’s not every day you find out your
mother is some kind of crazy, feral, vigilante dragon lady.
(Datum 21)
Valka did not believe the person who accidentally came to her hideout turned
out to be her son. She did not believe that Hiccup had grown up to be a dragon
rider too. When she tried to tell Hiccup about why she ended up in her
hideout, she looked at her son and found Hiccup dazed in disbelief. She asked
Hiccup about his feeling. Hiccup responded negatively and said that he did
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not upset. Then, he told Valka about his own reason of not believing what she
told him.
This datum shows that Hiccup responds negatively about the question
that Valka asked him. The dispreferred response of question-unexpected
answer shown in the example above is followed by Hiccup’s own reason. He
tries to tell her mother why he still cannot fully absorb her explanations.
Another example of this function is performed by Astrid and Hiccup
below.
Astrid : But won’t that Bewilderbeast just take control of these guys,
too?
Hiccup : They’re babies. They don’t listen to anyone.
(Datum 30)
Hiccup gave Astrid the unexpected answer by saying “They don’t listen to
anyone!” as Astrid asked them about the dragons they rode. Those dragons
were the dragons they borrowed from Valka. Astrid was wondering about
Bewilderbeast’s power to influence the other dragons to submit to his
command.
This datum shows that Hiccup performs the question-unexpected answer
dispreferred response. The function above is functioned to state the speaker’s
own reason. Hiccup states his logical reason about the dragons. Hiccup thinks
that because the dragons are still babies, they will not listen to any dragons.
Thus, Bewilderbeast’s power will not affect them.
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e. To Show that the Speaker is Not Interested in the Topic
This function generally occurs when a dispreferred response by ignoring
or changing the topic. In some cases, Hiccup shows that he is not interested in
the topic while having a conversation with another character in this movie.
Drago : This … is the great dragon master? The son of Stoick the
Vast? What shame he must feel.
Hiccup : All of this loss, and for what? To become unstoppable? To
rule the world?
(Datum 28)
In this datum, Hiccup shows that he is not interested in the topic that
Drago brings and mock him. Hiccup tries to confront Drago by giving the
response he does not want to answer. Hiccup tries to change the topic as he
feels like the question does not really important to be answered. Hiccup still
hopes that by asking Drago another questions, it will stop him for destroying
the people’s dream for living together with dragons.
This situation happened during the great war between Drago Bludvist
and Hiccup’s crew. Drago commanded Bewilderbeast to finish his job.
Bewilderbeast should take control of the other dragons present at the
battlefield. Only by that has Drago secured his winning. However, Hiccup did
not let it happen. Toothless was ready to blast, but Hiccup calmed him down.
Hiccup’s intention was to try and persuade Drago to stop this war. Hiccup
explained how great and kind dragons are to Drago, but the dragon capturer
mocked him for being a weakling.
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f. To State the Speaker’s Opinion
As the second speaker is responding negatively to the previous speaker,
opinion will or will not be inserted to their utterances. Stating one’s opinion is
one way of the second speaker to strengthen his or her utterances. The second
speaker tries to give the opinion to explain why they do not want to responds
positively towards the first speaker. This function also happens in How to
Train Your Dragon 2 movie as in the example below.
Astrid : Well, it’s a lot of responsibility. The map will have o wait for
sure, and I’ll need to fly Toothless, since you’ll be too busy
…
Hiccup : It’s not me, Astrid. All those speeches, and planning, and
running the village… that’s his thing.
(Datum 4)
Hiccup disagreed with how Astrid settled things for him. Hiccup was
still unsure about him being the next chief. He did not like the fact that people
of Berk expected something from him just because he is the son of Stoick the
Vast, the chief of Berk. Hiccup wanted to live in freedom together with
Toothless. He explained to Astrid why he did not want to be appointed as the
next chief. He thought that he was not fit to be the next chief.
In this datum, Hiccup is stating his opinion to make his explanation
clear to Astrid. By saying his utterance, Hiccup is showing what is he lacking
in order to become the next chief, and why he thinks he will not be a good one
if he ever made to be one.
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Another example of stating the speaker’s opinion is shown below.
Astrid : (Cont’d) It’s in here. (beat) Maybe you just don’t see it yet.
Hiccup : maybe. But, y’know … there is something out there.
(Datum 6)
Similar to the example above, in this datum Hiccup shows how he is still not
sure about him being the next chief of Berk. He provides another opinion,
“there is something out there.” to Astrid. Hiccup tries to convey the meaning
behind his utterance, which is to live in freedom together with Toothless.
The conversation happened when Astrid insisted on giving Hiccup her
support. She told him that the way to know one’s self is in one’s heart. She
told him that he did not have to go far to understood himself, but Hiccup still
responded negatively. Hiccup could not picture himself as the next chief, and
he wanted to uncover whatever was there outside Berk.
Another example of the function is performed by Astrid and Hiccup
below.
Astrid : You should’ve seen their fort. All blown apart and stuck in
giant spikes of ice. It was weird.
Hiccup : I’ve never seen anything like it. And worst of all, they
thought we did it.
(Datum 9)
This situation happened when Astrid told their friends about the island
covered in iceberg. The island was the one where the dragon trappers were
almost caught Hiccup. When Astrid told their friends about the condition of
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the island, Hiccup responded to Astrid negatively by saying “I’ve never seen
anything like it”. Hiccup disagreed to Astrid’s opinion as she thought Hiccup
had already known the island. Hiccup then continued to informed his friends
about his disagreement as the dragon trappers thought they were the one who
did that.
This datum shows that Hiccup disagrees with how Astrid thinks about
him, just because Hiccup found the island first. Hiccup thinks that he needs to
tell Astrid his opinion to contradict Astrid’s opinion. Thus, the function of the
assessment-disagreement above is to state the speaker’s opinion.
To summarize the findings of this research, the assessment-
disagreement dispreferred response is the main type Hiccup performed in
How to Train Your Dragon 2 movie. The relationship between Hiccup and the
other character is the reason why the dispreferred responses happen, since
Hiccup is a character that is seen a bit rebellious and hard to agree with the
other character.
Furthermore, there is always a reason behind Hiccup’s dispreferred
responses, which resulted in the finding of certain functions. Among six
functions that have been presented in the findings, it can be seen that Hiccup
often perform the dispreferred responses to state the speaker’s disagreement
and to state the speaker’s opinion. Those functions appear as a result of
Hiccup’s disagreement with the first speaker’s opinion or assessment on him.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
A. Conclusion
Based on the findings and discussion in Chapter IV, conclusion can be
drawn. The researcher formulates the conclusion as follows.
1. There are five types of dispreferred responses found in How to Train Your
Dragon 2 movie. They are the dispreferred response of (1) assessment-
disagreement, (2) invitation/offer-rejection, (3) request-refusal, (4) question-
no/unexpected answer, and (5) blame-admission. From five types of
dispreferred responses, the dispreferred responses of assessment-disagreement
are the main type regularly performed by Hiccup in How to Train Your
Dragon 2 movie. The relationship between Hiccup and the other characters is
the main reason of the dispreferred responses found in this movie. Since
Hiccup is a character that is seen a bit rebellious, he often responded to the
first speaker’s assessment or opinion of him negatively.
2. There are six functions of dispreferred responses found in How to Train
Your Dragon 2 movie. All functions are based on the situational context in
which the conversations are produced. The functions of the dispreferred
responses are (1) to state the speaker’s disagreement, (2) to defend the
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speaker’s argument, (3) to clear the misunderstanding, (4) to state the
speaker’s own reason, (5) to show that the speaker is not interested in the
topic, and (6) to state the speaker’s opinion. Among the six functions
presented in the findings, it can be seen that Hiccup often uses the
dispreferred responses to state the speaker’s disagreement and to state the
speaker’s opinion. Those functions appear as a result of Hiccup’s
disagreement with the first speaker’s opinion or assessment of him.
B. Suggestion
Due to her limited ability and time, the researcher only conducts a study
on dispreferred responses found in How to Train Your Dragon 2 Movie. Thus,
the researcher suggested that other researchers conduct a research in
pragmatic field with different points of view and sources of data. There are
many other topics regarding conversations that can be researched, such as
cooperative principle, speech act, implicature, and politeness.
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APPENDIX A
Data Sheet of Types and Function of Dispreferred Responses of Hiccup in How to Train Your Dragon 2 Movie
NOTES
No Datum Number Italic Shows the function of the dialogue
Underline Shows the dispreferred response
Types Function
AD Assessment-Disagreement 1 To state the speaker’s disagreement
IOR Invitation/Offer-Refusal 2 To defend the speaker’s argument
RR Request-Refusal 3 To clear the misunderstanding
QNA Question-No/Unexpected Answer 4 To state the speaker’s own reason
BA Blame-Admission 5 To show that the speaker is not interested in the topic
6 To state the speaker’s opinion
No Dialogue Types Function Explanation
AD IOR RR QNA BA 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 ASTRID (aping Hiccup): Not
now, Dad. I’ve got a whole day
of goofing off to get started.
HICCUP: Okay, first of all, I
don’t sound like that. What is
this character? And
second...what is that thing you’re
doing with my shoulders?
√ √ In this datum, Astrid was imitating
Hiccup’s way of speaking while
exaggerating some parts of it. The
way she imitated Hiccup indirectly
indicated an assessment in her
utterance, which Hiccup disagreed.
This datum shows the assessment-
disagreement dispreferred response
as Hiccup states his disagreement
by telling her I don’t sound like that.
What is this character? The
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expression Hiccup shows is
categorized in the function of the
dispreferred response, which is to
state the speaker’s disagreement.
2 ASTRID (continuing her
impression of Hiccup): Aw,
thanks, Dad. I’m pretty
impressed with myself, too.
HICCUP:WHEN have I ever
done that with my hands?
√ √ Astrid was trying to imagine what
would be Hiccup’s response as he
was being asked by his father to be
the new chief of Berk by imitating
his way, together with his gestures.
This indirect assessment caused
Hiccup to oppose her.
Hiccup is stating directly his
disagreement with the expression
WHEN have I ever done that with
my hands? that shows he is
disagreeing with Astrid. It clearly
shows that Hiccup is performing the
assessment-disagreement
dispreferred response with the
function to sate the speaker’s
disagreement.
3 ASTRID (excited): What did
you tell him?
HICCUP: I didn’t. By the time
he turned around, I was gone.
√ √ Astrid was asking about Hiccup’s
answer about him being appointed
as the new chief of Berk with an
excitement, but being negatively
responded by Hiccup which told her
I didn’t which indicated that Hiccup
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didn’t answer his father’s question
and not planning on being the new
chief.
This datum shows how Hiccup is
answering a question with negative
answer, which is less preferred by
the first speaker. This dispreferred
response shows that Hiccup is not
interested in the topic.
4 ASTRID: Well, it’s a lot of
responsibility. The map will
have to wait for sure, and I’ll
need to fly Toothless, since
you’ll be too busy...
HICCUP: It’s not me, Astrid.
All those speeches, and
planning, and running the
village... that’s his thing.
√ √ Astrid was still imagining the things
she would do by the time Hiccup
accepted his father’s offer as being
the next chief, but she got cut by
Hiccup who disagreed with her and
desperately tried to correct her that
he would not be the new chief.
In this datum, Hiccup shows the
function of dispreferred response as
to state the speaker’s opinion by
emphasizing the expression It’s not
me, Astrid to get her to understand
that Hiccup is not ready about being
the new chief thing. This causes the
assessment to be negatively
responded as Hiccup is not agreeing
to Astrid’s utterance.
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5 ASTRID: I think you’re missing
the point. I mean, chief. What an
honor. I’d be pretty excited.
HICCUP: I’m not like you. You
know exactly who you are. You
always have. But...
√ √ Astrid was encouraging Hiccup to
be the new chief. She inserted her
assessment about him being
appointed as a chief is such a honor.
Astrid gave her opinion that if she is
the one being appointed as the chief,
she would be very excited. On the
other hand, Hiccup did not sure
about what and who he is, and he
disagreed with what Astrid told him.
This occurrence shows that Hiccup
is negatively responding to Astrid’s
assessment by saying I’m not like
you, which categorized as the
function to state the speaker’s
opinion.
6 ASTRID(CONT’D): It’s in
here. (beat) Maybe you just
don’t see it yet.
HICCUP: Maybe. But, y’know...
there is something out there.
√ √ Astrid did not believe what Hiccup
told her before and assured him by
saying Maybe you just don’t see it
yet. Hiccup responded negatively to
what Astrid with some delay and
tried to voice out his opinion.
In this datum, the negative response
Hiccup gives is categorized as an
assessment-disagreement and the
function showed here is to state the
speaker’s opinion.
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7 GOBBER: Who finally decided
to show up for work. Yay.
HICCUP: Sorry. Got held up.
√ √ In this datum, the dialogue happens
when Gober was working by
himself. He was waiting for Hiccup
to show up. Even though it is not his
first time encountered a situation
like this, his absence should be
questioned. Then, Gober indirectly
blamed Hiccup by using sarcasm.
Hiccup knew well that this is his
fault for not showing up for half of
the day. He responded by saying
sorry, which indicated his
admission.
The function of this blame-
admission dispreferred response is
to state the speaker’s own reason.
8 FISHLEGS: Any new dragons?
HICCUP: No, this was
different. Not the standard run-
for-the-hills hoo-ha I’ve come to
enjoy. These guys were trappers.
Dragon trappers.
√ √ Hiccup and Astrid came back to
their village and met their friends
while riding their dragons. He told
them about the new area and the
people he found. Fishlegs asked if
there any new dragons there. Hiccup
answered by No, this was different.
What he meant was that the new
area they found was not as peaceful
as their village.
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In this datum, Hiccup is trying to
clear the misunderstanding by
explaining that the people he met
there were the dragon trappers.
9 ASTRID: You should’ve seen
their fort. All blown apart and
stuck in giant spikes of ice. It
was weird.
HICCUP: I’ve never seen
anything like it. And worst of all,
they thought we did it!
√ √ In this datum, Astrid was telling
their friends about the new area they
found, which was covered in giant
spikes of ice. Hiccup responded
shortly after that by saying his
disagreement about the dragon
trappers that thought they were the
one who made the area like that.
This datum shows that Hiccup
disagrees with Astrid’s utterances.
The function of the dispreferred
response showed here is to state the
speaker’s own opinion. This being
emphasized by Hiccup saying I’ve
never seen anything like that which
categorized as another opinion.
10 STOICK: GROUND ALL
DRAGONS!
HICCUP: What? Why?!
√ √ The dialogue between Stoick and
Hiccup happened after Stoick heard
about Draco Bludvist, the dragon
capturer who was feared by all
people. Soon after that, Stoick
ordered the men of his village to
ground all dragons, in order to save
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them from Draco. However, Hiccup
disagreed with his father’s decision.
In this datum, the utterances showed
the dispreferred response with the
function of stating the speaker’s
disagreement.
11 STOICK: No. We fortify the
island.
HICCUP: It’s our duty to keep
the peace!
√ √ Hiccup told his father that he would
try to negotiate with Draco to stop
capturing the dragon, so he was
asking Stoick for his permission to
go. Stoick sternly ordered that they
should fortify the island, which
resulted in Hiccup disagreed with
his father’s order.
The order made by Stoick in this
datum is responded negatively by
Hiccup as he is stating his refusal.
This request-refusal dispreferred
response showed the function
defending the speaker’s argument
as expressed by Hiccup, It’s our
duty to keep the peace!
12 STOICK: Peace is over,
Hiccup. I must prepare you for
war.
HICCUP: War? Dad, if Drago’s
coming for our dragons, we
√ √ Stoick was seen preparing for the
worst of the situation because
Hiccup told him that he met Eret
and declared to talk to Drago
Bludvist. Instead of agreeing with
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can’t wait around for him to get
here. Let’s go find him and
change his mind.
his father, Hiccup responded
negatively. He insisted to talk to
Drago about stopping him from
capturing the dragons. Hiccup’s
response showed the function to
defend the speaker’s argument by
saying Dad, if Drago’s coming for
our dragons, we can’t wait around
for him to get here.
13 ASTRID: Hiccup, don’t.
HICCUP: I have to.
√ √ Astrid tried to stop Hiccup when he
was looking for Drago by himself to
change his mind. Astrid agreed to
Stoick’s words that Hiccup could
not possibly do that by himself. In
response, Hiccup stated his refusal
by saying I have to. This showed the
function to state the speaker’s
disagreement.
14 ERET: And here I was worried
we might turn up empty-handed.
HICCUP: Nope. It’s your lucky
day. We give up.
√ √ Hiccup came back to the place
where Eret and his squad stayed at,
which is the island that covered in
iceberg. He tried to trick him by
giving himself up together with
Tootless, his dragon. Even though
Hiccup did trick him, he disagreed
with what Eret said. Thus, the
function to clear the
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misunderstanding is presented.
15 ERET (CONT’D): What game
are you playing?
HICCUP: No game. We just
want to meet Drago.
√ √ Eret tried to figure out Hiccup’s
suspicious plan by suspecting him.
To gain Eret’s trust, Hiccup lied and
gave an unexpected answer by
saying No game. We just want to
meet Drago. Thus, he performed a
function to clear the
misunderstanding.
16 ERET: Puh! You won’t be
changing any minds around here.
HICCUP: I can change yours.
Right here. Right now.
√ √ Hiccup tried to explain why he
came back to Drago, and told him
that he will try to change Drago’s
mind about capturing dragons. Eret
laughed while mocking him since
he knew Drago would never listen
to other people. In response, Hiccup
gave a negative response that
showed a function to defend the
speaker’s argument.
17 GOBBER: We’re here to
RESCUE you!
HICCUP:I DON’T NEED to be
rescued!
√ √ Gobber came together with Stoick
to the cave where Hiccup met his
long-lost mother. Gobber tried to
persuade Hiccup to come back
home with him and Stoick, but
Hiccup disagreed. This datum
showed a function to state the
speaker’s disagreement.
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18 STOICK: You. Saddle up.
We’re going home.
HICCUP: No.
√ √ This datum is the continuation of
the previous datum. When Stoick
heard Hiccup’s reply to Gobber, he
could not stay keep. He ordered
Hiccup to saddle up and go home
with him. Hiccup insisted by saying
no. This datum showed the function
to state the speaker’s
disagreement.
19 STOICK (CONT’D): Men who
kill without reason cannot be
reasoned with.
HICCUP: Maybe.
√ √ Stoick indirectly blamed Drago
Bludvist. Hiccup was seen as he did
not really sure about the matter and
just answer it by saying Maybe.
This answer was considered
dispreferred response as Hiccup did
no deny the blame his father put
towards Drago. The function
showed in this datum is to state the
speaker’s opinion.
20 VALKA: This way. Come.
HICCUP: You can’t just say
something like that and run off!
You’re my mother?! I mean,
what the -- do you grasp how
INSANE it sounds?!
√ √ This situation happen after Hiccup
met Valka, his long-lost mother who
was also a dragon rescuer. In this
datum, Valka invited Hiccup to
come and see the dragons she had
been rescued for years, but Hiccup
could not grasp the situation and
responded negatively by saying You
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can't just say something like that
and run off! This datum showed the
function to defend the speaker’s
argument.
21 VALKA: You’re not upset?
HICCUP: What? No. I don’t
know. It’s a bit much to get my
head around, to be frank. It’s not
every day you find out your
mother is some kind of crazy,
feral, vigilante dragon lady.
√ √ In this datum, Hiccup tried to
answer the question asked by Valka
about the fact that she is a dragon
rescuer. Hiccup gave the
unexpected response to Valka by
stating What? No. I don’t know and
then he continued his explanation. It
showed the function of question-
no/unexpected answer as Hiccup is
stating his own reason.
22 VALKA: What did your father
think of your Night Fury friend?
HICCUP: He didn’t take it all
that well. But then... he changed.
They all did. Pretty soon
everyone back home had
dragons of their own.
√ √ This situation happen when Hiccup
and Valka discussed everything
about Berk and Stoick after Valka
left the vllage. She asked about
Stoick’s opinion towards Hiccuo’s
dragon. Hiccup is clearing the
misunderstanding by saying He
didn’t take it that well. Bu then… he
changed. They all did.
23 VALKA: If only it were
possible.
HICCUP: No, really, I --
√ √ This datum is the continuation from
the previous datum. Valka
expressed her opinion which was
denied by Hiccup, who said No,
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Really,I—when they discussed
about Stoick who changed his
opinion on dragons. In this datum,
Hiccup clearly showed the function
of the dispreferred response to state
the speaker’s disagreement.
24 VALKA: What? There’s no
talking to Drago.
HICCUP: But we have to --
√ √ After Hiccup discussed about
everything Valka missed after
leaving the village, he discussed his
plan to talk to Drago. Valka cannot
believe what she heard and said the
same thing as Stoick said before.
Hiccup then responded negatively
by saying but we have to—which
showed the function to defend the
speaker’s argument.
25 STOICK: Easy now.
HICCUP: Are you kidding me?
How’d you get in here?
√ √ Stoick suddenly came to Valka’s
hideout and found Hiccup. He
grabbed his son’s hand and tried to
silent him. Hiccup was very
surprised and disagreed as Stoick
told him to stay calm. Hiccup
expressed his dispreferred response
by saying Are you kidding me?
which showed the speaker’s
disagreement function.
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26 STOICK: Yeah, yeah, tell me
on the way.
HICCUP: This isn’t an on-the-
way kind of update, actually...
√ √ Hiccup expressed his refusal by
saying This isn’t an on-the-way kind
of update, actually to get Stoick
stop and listened to his explanation
when Stoick tried to get him out
from the hideout. Stoick did not
know that the cave is Valka’s
hideout. The function showed in this
datum is to clear the
misunderstanding.
27 STOICK: Yeah, just add it to
the pile.
HICCUP: Dad, unlike most
surprises I spring on you, this is
one you’ll like. I promise! You
just have to handle it delicately,
so...
√ √ Hiccup showed his disagreement in
his response to add his frustration.
This dialogue is the continuation of
the previous dialogue that showed
Hiccup’s disappointment in Stoick
took his warning lightly. The
function showed is to clear the
misunderstanding.
28 DRAGO: This... is the great
dragon master? The son of
Stoick the Vast? What shame he
must feel.
HICCUP: All of this loss, and
for what? To become
unstoppable? To rule the world?
√ √ Hiccup showed that he was not
interested in the topic that Drago
brought while he mocked him. This
situation happened during the war
between Drago and Hiccup’s crew.
Drago commaned Bewilderbeast to
take control of the other dragons,
but Hiccup tried to persuade him to
stop this war.
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29 DRAGO (grinning, smug):
Well, you need dragons to
conquer other dragons.
HICCUP:Or maybe you need
dragons to conquer people.
(beat) To control those who
follow you... and to get rid of
those who won’t.
√ √ The situation happen when Hiccup
tried to persuade Drago to stop the
war by asking his reason. Drago
told him that he needed the dragons
to conquer the world. Thus, Hiccup
responded negatively as he
disagreed with what Drago did. It
showed the function to defend the
speaker’s argument.
30 ASTRID: But won’t that
Bewilderbeast just take control
of these guys, too?
HICCUP:They’re babies. They
don’t listen to anyone!
√ √ In this datum, Astrid asked Hiccup
about Drago’s Bewilderbeast’s
power, which is revealed to be able
to take control of other dragons.
Hiccup responded by saying that the
dragons he borrowed from Valka
were still babies, so they will not
listen to any dragon. The function
showed in this datum is to state the
speake’s own reason.



